VISUALIZATION-WAREHOUSE LOGISTICS
IDENTIFICATION POCKETS I
with magnetic loops
The identification pocket is especially made for the attachment of accompanying documents on pipe systems. Both
tabs simply have to be placed around the tube and - click! The magnets connect with each other. The transparent
identification bag with loops is suitable for all pipe connection systems with a maximal diameter of 40mm. The PVC
film is weather resistant, tear-resistant and wipeable.

Exemplary illustration

6
Item no.

size

paint

description

290000-A4-Q

A4

transparent

Vision bag landscape
format long side open

290001-A4-H

A4

transparent

Vision bag upright format
narrow side open

290002-A5-Q

A5

transparent

Vision bag landscape
format long side open
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model

Other models / dimensions on request
Subject to technical changes

VISUALIZATION-WAREHOUSE LOGISTICS
IDENTIFICATION POCKETS II
with magnetic points
The identification bag is ideal for the flexible attachment of order documents, data sheets, KANBAN cards etc. It has
extra strong magnets so they adhere perfectly to all ferrous surfaces.
The PVC foil is weather-resistant, tear-resistant and wipeable.

Exemplary illustration
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Item no.

size

paint

description

290003-A4-H

A4

transparent

Vision bag upright format
narrow side open
4 magnet points

290004-A5-Q

A5

transparent

Vision bag landscape format
long side open
2 magnet points

290005-A6-Q

A6

transparent

Vision bag landscape format
long side open
2 magnet points

Other models / dimensions on request
Subject to technical changes
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VISUALIZATION - WAREHOUSE LOGISTICS
LABELING POUCHES III
magnetic mini-labeling pouches
The mini-identification pocket is designed for flexible attachment of identifications, markings or labels on rounded
(e.g. iron pipe) and flat surfaces (e.g. metal shelves). It consists of four rectangular magnets with a high adhesion
point for a firm hold on all ferrous surfaces. The plastic is expecially soft and flexible.
Annotation: The paper sheets are tailored to the mini pockets.

Exemplary illustration

6
Item no.

size

paint

description

model

290006-11-05

external measurements:
110x58mm
internal measurements:
108x30mm

transparent

for 105x27mm
vision bag lanscape format
narrow side open

PAPER SHEETS FOR LABELLING POUCHES
290007-21-29
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210x297mm

white

Catalogue 6.0

10 stripes (210x27mm)
per sheet
unit 3 sheets

Other models / dimensions on request
Subject to technical changes

VISUALIZATION - WAREHOUSE LOGISTICS
LABELING POUCHES IV
with magnetic strips
The identification pocket is designed for flexible attachment of order documents, data sheets and KANBAN cards
etc. and has extra strong magnets so that it adheres perfectly to all ferrous surfaces. The PVC-foil is weatherresistant, tear-resistant and wipable.

Exemplary illustration

Item no.

size

paint

description

290091

A ___

___ ___

vision bag landscape format
with a magnetic strip

290092

A ___

___ ___

vision bag upright format
with a magnetic strip

290093

A ___

___ ___

vision bag landscape format
with two magnetic strips

model

6

Examplary illustration

290094

A ___

DIN A4
DIN A5

Other models / dimensions on request
Subject to technical changes

___ ___

yellow
red
white
blue
green
black

vision bag upright format
with two magnetic strips

= 01
= 02
= 03
= 04
= 05
= 06

Catalogue 6.0
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VISUALIZATION - WAREHOUSE LOGISTICS
LABEL POUCHES V
self-adhesive
The identification pocket is designed for flexible attachment of order documents, data sheets and KANBAN cards
etc. and has extra strong magnets so that it adheres perfectly to all ferrous surfaces. The PVC foil is weatherresistant, tear-resistant and wipable.

Exemplary illustration

Item no.

size

paint

description

model

290095

A ___

___ ___

vision bag landscape format
with an adhesive strip

290096

A ___

___ ___

vision bag upright format
with an adhesive strip

290097

A ___

___ ___

vision bag landscape format
with two adhesive strips

6

Examplary illustration

290098

A ___

DIN A4
DIN A5
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vision bag upright format
with two adhesive strips

___ ___

yellow
red
white
blue
green
black

= 01
= 02
= 03
= 04
= 05
= 06
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Other models / dimensions on request
Subject to technical changes

